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ABSTRACT 

The relative yields of positive pions produced from hydrogen and 

deuterium by the 340-Mev bremsstrahlung beam of the Berkeley aynchrotron 

have been measured in the laboratory system at anglea of 20, 40, and 60 deg, 

and at pion energies ranging !rom 45 to 145 Mev. The ratio of the relative 

yielde of piona from deuterium a.n.d hydrogen was rouahly constant as a function 

of angle, but decreased monotonically with pion energy from a value of 

0.90•0.05 at 45 Mev to a value o£ 0.55•0.07 at 145 Mev. 

Comparison with the phenomenological theory of Chew and Lewie 

indicates a gradual chance from nucleon apln flip near threahold to no-apin .. fUp 

transitions above 140 Mev. Comparison with Uretsky' a calculation involving 

final states ahowa fair agreement with plane .. wave and ehape-ln.depenclent 

approximations. Poor agreement with the zero-ranae approximation shows 

that final-state interaction• are important in the theory of deuteron photopion 

production. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
- . 

. + -The 'basic reactiona y + p .. 1r + nand y + n- 11' + p have been 

studied by many theoretical and experimental workers. 1 The firat reaction 

ia directly accee1ible to experiment and has been more extensively investigated 

than the second reaction which is moat simply observed in data. from 

y + d- u .. + lp. This interpretation of deuterium-target data requires knowledge 

of nucleon initial and final states, the latter being the le•• well known. For 

threshold production, coulomb corrections become important and are difficult 

to handle. Accordingly, many worker a have studied the reactions y + p - w + + n 
+ 1 . . 

andy+ d .. 1f + ln. One motivation for this study is to understand more fully 

the pion photoproduction on a bound proton. In principle, if one knows the 

matrix elements !or positive photopion production on protons, the deuterium 

poaitive photopion production can also be calculated. Takina this approach. 

• Thia work wa1 done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commiaaion. 

t Present addreaa: Loa Alarnoa Scientific Laboratory, Loa Alamos, New Mexico. 

§Pre1ent address: The Hebrew University, Jerusalem, larael • 

•• Preaent address: Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, 

Livermore, California. 
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3 Ureteky bas utilized the dispersion theory of Chew ~ for the 

+ y + p - t + n reaction. He has taken this theory with various assumed 

final-state interactions of the two neutrons in the deutel'ium reaction and 

has calculated the expected ratio 

(~n/(4t 
for 'II'+ photoprodu.ction from deuterium and hydrogen, where (da/clO)D and 

(dO'/ cln)H are the differeatial cross eectioruJ for deuterium and hydrogen, 

respectively. It is clear that the final-state nucleon interaction is important. 

Our data are compared to Uretaky' a reeults. 

When the production of deuterium positive photopions is understood 

satiafactorily, the reaction v + d - w- + lp can be more easily interpreted 

to give information on the basic reaction, y + n.- 1r- + p. In the threshold 

region, aatillactory hand.lina of the coulomb correction• is alao required. 

Baldin has treated the coulomb corrections with some measure of success. 4 

+ However, we restrict our attention in thil work to the 1t production from 

hydrogen and deuterium. Some insight into the nucleon spin-flip probability 

in 'II'+ l>ifubtcproduction in deuterium is obtained from the early calculations of 

5 6 Chew and Lewis and Lax and .Feshbac:h. They u1e the impulse approximation 

and assume that the interaction can be written H = L + a · K, where It and 

L are the spin-flip anc:t no-spin-flip amplitudes, respectively. White et al. 

have evaluated the Chew-Lewie calculation• for the ratio 

(~)o/ (;L 
as a function of pion laboratory energy. 7 Our data are compared to their 

reault. 
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n. METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Baaic information on photopion production includes the incident 

photon energy, k. Using the two-body final atate in the reaction 

y + p- 1r+ + n, we can determine lt if two final-state kinematic parameters 

are known, !!.&· 9,.. and T ,. The three-body final atate in the reaction 

y + d- ,..+ + Zn allows no auch simple analyaia. Simplicity requires that 

we ob1erve only the laboratory parametera 9" and T11' for both reactiona, 

and in comparina reav.lta with theory, that suitable averages over the photon 

energy spectrum be taken in the theory £or the deuterium production. The 

function of intereat in this work lathe ratio of,+ yields from deuterium and 

hydrogen veraue pion energy at a given angle. 

The 340-Mev bremsstrahlung beam of the Berkeley synchrotron 

traversed a vacuum-insulated target conaiating of liquid hydrogen contained 

in a thin·walled Mylar veaael a.e ahown in Figo 1. DetaUa of thia target 

atructure are aiven elaewhere. 8 Without cliaturbing the geometry, liquid 

hydrogen could be introduced c:lirectly into the target, or deuterium aa• could 

be liquified in a cond.enaer inteal"al with the target apparatus and introduced 

interchanaeably with hydl"ogen. The photon fiux waa monitored by a thick

walled copper ionization chamber (Cornell chamber). 9 

The piou prod.uc:ed in the target were detected at laboratory analea 

of ZO, 40, and 60 d.eg by a pion telescope as shown in Fia. 1. The pions were 

identified by their •-.,. decay signature after traversing scintillator• 1, ~. and 

.a and the copper abeorber and stoppina in scintillator I. A ..,. decay pulse in 

•cintlllator ~ ob•erved in delayed coincidence with the pion-arrival pulses 

from the preceeding •cintillatore, waa the criterion for poaitlve·pion 

identification. It• energy wae calculated from the copper-absorber thickness, 

and electronic cancellation ot unwante<i hish-energy traversals is effected 
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when long-range particles paaa through the &iiti~ii~tnfiilator{N<A (s}. 'X'he 

aclntillatore were approximately l by 3 DY 1/ 4-in. -thick, the stopping 

acintillator (No. 4) waa l-in. -thick. ancl the aDtin~iatc:n·fNo. Si) geometry 

waa adequate to detect all particlea tranamitted by the entire telescope, 

even though they scattered throqh 90 deg in acintillator No. 5. The 

10 electrontca, ahown in Fig. Z, have been de1cribed in detail eleewhere. 

m. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The ratio of positive-pion yields at a given angle and pion energy 

can be calculated nearly free from systematic errors because it is only 

the ratio and not the absolute yielda which is of interest. CoUDter-telescope 

efficiency and aolid angle remain fixed, as does the target geometry, for 

both hydrogen and deuterium runa. 

The ratio 

ia therefore calculated completely independently of all geometrical factors. 

Reaults are listed in Table I. Here Yo and YH are measured net collllting 

rates, pD and pH are the tabulated densitiea, and MD and MH the atomic 

weighta of deuterium azu:l hydrogen, respectively. In finding the net counting 

rates Yn and YH' a measured "taraet-emptyu background was subtracted. 

The resid.ual aas preeent ln the target waa accounted for. Small uncertainties 

exiat due to errors in measured densities of liquid ~rogen and deuterium, 

and to small concentrations of heUum and hydrogen impurities in the deuterium. 

Theae small error• were ignored in comparison with the counting errors 

(standard deviations) which are listed in Table 1. 

The reaulta are plotted in Fig. 3 along with the three theoretical 

curves calculated by Dr. J. Uretskyz of this laboratory. The dispereion 
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Table I. Ratios of poeitive-pion yielde at 8L = ZO, 40, and 60 deg. 

for varioue pion energiee 

( da) I( da ). 
\ C1lf D I 

1

'cm- H 

(Mev) 8L:: 40 deg 8L = 60 deg 

45 0.89:1:0.05 0.90• 0.05 

65 0.87' 0.07 0.78:11:0.05 0.8911:0.05 

85 -0.79:b0.07 0. 71:0.04 o. 11, :1: o. 04 

lOS 0.86 tl: 0.08 0.75:.1:0.05 0.69• 0.04 

lZS 0.67 1t: 0.06 0. 70.-0.06 0.57 * 0.04 

145 0.54:t 0.06 o.S4• o.os 
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relation theory of Chew et al. 3 wa• ueed. alone with the Hulthen wave .function -
for the deuteron. Three different assumptions were made for the final-1tate 

two-neutron interaction. A plane-wave approximation was iirat made in 

which no interaction exists. The result is 1hown as the full curve• in Fig. 3. 

l Then tS acatterina in the final state was considered under two aaaumptiona. 

The di-neutron wave func_tion w&l aeeumed to have ita asymptotic form every

where (zero-range approximation)~ the result ie ahown in Fig. 3. Finally, a 

more realistic "shape-independent" di-neutron wave function was chosen. 

It was eimilar to the zero-range approximation, but was required to remain 

finite for vanishing separation of the two neutrons. This result ia also shown 

in Fig. 3. The S-etate neutron scattering parameters which gave the beat 

-13 6 -13 fit are ~ = 17.1 0 em and r 0 = 4. • 1 0 em. lt was found that ior small 
s 

pion energies and •mall angles, the S interaction contributes as much as 15% 

to the deuteron cross section in addition to the basic plane-wave approximation. 

a A x analysis of the data and. the three curvet was made to determine 

the best fit in a. quantitative manner. Table U gives valuee of x 2 divided by 

the number of degrees of freedom for all caaes. 

Table U. x 2 divided by degrees o£ freedom lor data of Fig. 3 

8L 
(des! Plane wave Shape ind.ep. Zero range 

20 2.3 2.08 7.07 

40 2.3 Z.7 14.9 

60 3.3 5.7 14.2 

The plane-wave and •hape-independent approximations give nearly 

the 1ame reeulte, aDCl there is no clear choice between them. At 8L = 60 deg, 

the plane-wave approximation is better, but neither approximation ie a 

2. particularly good fit based upon the uaua.l x teat criteria. The fits at 
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2.0 and 40 deg are marginal also. We conclude that the zero-range approximation 

· is significantly poorer than either the plane-wave or shape·independent 

approximations. 

The data at 9L = ZO deg are compared with the somewhat older 

impulse .. approximatlon calculations of Chew and Lewis 5 in order to disc lUll the 

proton spin .flip probability in the deuterium production. It is clear that at 

the positive photopion threshold for deuterium, the nucleon (proton) must 

flip ita spin in order to enter a 1s final state with the neutron. At somewhat 

higher energy, the nucleon(proton) may retain ita spin direction and enter a 

3P final etate with the neutron. Thia behavior is seen to occur in Fig. 4 by 

comparing the observed ratio with the curves yz = 0 (spin flip) and yz. = 1 

(no spin flip). At 140 Mev, the data are conatatent with a high probability of 

no nucleon spin flip, and the data at energies below 100 Mev show that the 

spin-flip probability is approximately unity. 
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Fiaure Legenda 

Fig. 1. Co\IDter teleacope. 

Fig. z. Block cUasram. of the electronic e • 

.i'ig. 3. Po1itlve-pion yield at 6L = zo. 40, anci 60 des.!!. pion ener&Y•. 

Fla. 4. Po1itive-pion yield at 8L c: ZO cleg .!!. pion ¥•rgy. The curve• 

are from White.!!..!!· for 8L = ZS des. For spin tlip, -v1 = 0; for no 

apin rup. 'V"l. • 1. 
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